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Abstract  
Some new results in the theory of matrix polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle are derived to provide a basis for 
assessing the accuracy of autoregressive models. In particular, a bound to the weighted norm of the difference between 
matrix polynomials and their infinite degree limit is obtained which can be used to estimate a priori their rate of 
convergence. Finally, the connections between some Fourier coefficients of the weight matrix and of its autoregressive 
approximation are investigated. 
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1. Introduction 
The theory of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle as originally developed by Szeg6 [3, 4] 
has found a wealth of applications in digital signal processing and estimation theory where it is 
closely related to the problems of linear prediction and autoregressive filtering [6]. The extension 
of these results to matrix polynomials [1, 2, 5, 9] has found similar applications in connection with 
multiple-input multiple-output systems. 
Recently, the autoregressive modeling technique has been successfully applied to the generation 
of time histories of scalar and vector random processes which are compatible with a given (target) 
power spectrum or spectral matrix (see [7] for an extensive review). Surprisingly, it was found that 
some stochastic processes can be accurately simulated with a low-order autoregressive model, i.e., 
an orthogonal polynomial of small degree, while some others require a much larger value of this 
parameter [8]. This large variability has emphasized the a priori determination of the rate of 
convergence of orthogonal polynomials to their infinite degree limit and the derivation of a simple 
a posteriori measure of the autoregressive approximation. These two issues have been resolved in 
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the scalar case [8] by relying on two results derived by Geronimus [3]. The goal of the present 
investigation is to present he extension of these results to the case of matrix polynomials. For 
completeness, the definition and some basic properties of matrix orthogonal polynomials on the 
unit circle are first reviewed (see [1, 2, 5, 9] for a complete presentation). Since the present paper 
relies heavily on some results already derived in I-5, 9], their notations will be used to provide 
a maximum of continuity between their work and the present paper. 
2. Matrix polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle 
Let K(O) be an n x n Hermitian positive-definite matrix defined over 0 e [ -  n, n] with real 
Fourier coefficients 
A, = [K(0)], = ~ e-J'°K(O)dO. (1) 
Then, denote by Q(m)(z) and R(m)(z) the matrix polynomials of degree m respectively eft and right 
orthogonal on the unit circle with respect o the matrix K(O). That is, 
Q~)(ei°)K(O)Q(k)(eJ°) dO = L,-,oorr(')n'(')~ooJl 6,k 
- - l l  
(2) 
and 
1 F  R(")(eJ°)K(O)Rtk*)(eJ°)dO rA~t')H~t")16,R = L ~wO0 ~v~OOJ - - /1:  (3) 
where 
Qt.m)(z) = [Q("'(1/z-)] n, (4) 
R~.")(z) is defined similarly in terms of R(m)(z) and 0rk designates the Kronecker symbol. Note in the 
above equation that the superscript n denotes the operation of both matrix transposition and 
complex conjugation which, separately, are denoted by t and by an overbar, respectively. Further, 
r(m)Hl(ra) and AArCm)n/IA(m) the constants of normalization ,-,oo ,-,oo ~,, oo ~,, oo are such that the coefficients of the 
highest power of z in Q(m)(z) and R(m)(z) are both the unit matrix, I,. 
The interconnections between the orthogonal polynomials Q(m)(z) and R("~)(z) are numerous. In 
particular, the expression [R(m)(z)] r corresponding to the matrix K(O) equals the polynomial 
Q¢")(z) associated with KT(O). Further, the matrix polynomials Q(m)(z) and R(m)(z) satisfy, as their 
scalar counterparts, simple recurrence r lations and Christoffel-Darboux formulae can be construe- 
ted. The n x n matrix polynomial of order m, Qm(z), defined by 
Qm(1/z) = (1/zm)Q~")(z) (5) 
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or by 
Qm(z) = zmQ(m)(I/z) = zm[Q(m)(z)]H = [Z'mQ(,m)(Z)]H 
231 
(6) 
also plays an important  role. In particular, note [5, 9] that Qm(z) converges, as m ~ oo, to a matrix 
function C(z), i.e., 
C(z) = lim Qm(z) (7a) 
m-~. oO 
with 
K(O) = ~-Ht~- J° l r r (°° )nr (°° ) - I r -  -~ w YL~-'00 L, O0 J,-~ 1(e-J°) (7b) 
and where '~oor(°c)Hr(°°)-L, OO denotes the asymptotic, m--, oo, limit of the normal izat ion constants 
L(m)H t(m) Further,  since the coefficients of the highest power of z in Q tm)(z) are the unit matrix I. ,  it O0 L'O0 • 
can be seen from Eq. (6) that Qm(0) = I.  for all m so that C(0) -- I . ,  see Eq. (7a). Finally, introduce 
the Frobenius norms II A(O)IIF and II A(O)II F, of an arbitrary matrix function A(O) as 
II A(O)II F = tr[An(O)A(O)] dO (8) 
and 
II A(O)II F = [AH(O)K(O)A(O)] d0 = II Lto°~ )C- 1(e- J° )  A (0)I1F (9) 
where the absolutely cont inuous Hermit ian measure a(0) satisfies da(0) = K(O)d0 and tr denotes 
the trace of a matrix. 
Lemma 1. The polynomial Qm(Z)[L~HL~)] -1 represents the best approximation of 
C(z)[Lto~)HLto~)]-x in the class of polynomials of degree ~ m with respect o the weighted norm, 
Eq. (9) and the correspondin9 minimum value of 
C~m = II C(e-J°) r t  (°°)H t t~)l- 1 L~O0 ~00 J - -  Qm( e-jOil-t(m)Hf(m)-I-l,l~O0 ~ooa [IF (10) 
is such that 
~2 =--. tr.f F l (oo)H l (~) - I -  1 Fr(m)Hl(m)-i-1}. (11) 
¢ ' [L~O0 ~00 J - -  LL 'O0  " - 'OOJ  
Proof. Using Eqs. (8)-(10), it is readily shown that the error ~2 can be expressed as 
62m = t r  Y r t t~)Hr (~)3  -1  91-1(m)Ht(m'-I-1}~---~f n I . t~O0 ~00 J - - "L~O0 ~OOJ  QSm(e-J°)C-a(e-J°)dO 
l fn I-T (m)HI(m)']- I L~O0 ~OOJ  + ~ L~O0 ~OOJ 1Qnm(e-J°)K(O)Qm(e-J°il-r(m)nrtm)-I-1 dO. (12) 
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Then, note that the first integral appearing in the above relation can be rewritten as 
l QTm(eJO)C_T(eJO)dO 1 I 1 Qn"(e-J°)c-H(e-J°)dO = ~ ,, ~J ~1=1 = Q (z)CX(z) (13) 
where the first equality results from the real character of the coefficients of the polynomials Qm(z), 
i.e., [Qm(z)] = Qmff), for all values of m. Further, the minimum phase, or stability property, of the 
polynomials Qm(z) [1, 5, 9], for all m, implies that there is only one pole of the integrand 
tr{QXm(z)C-X(z)}(1/z) inside the unit circle Izl = 1, and it is located at z = 0. Consequently, the 
contour integral appearing in Eq. (13) reduces to its residue at this point, or 
I f~ QH(e_,O)c_H(e_JO)d 0 = Q~(O)C_T(o)= I,. (14) 
The minimality property of the orthogonal polynomials [1, 5, 9] can then be invoked to show that 
6 2 is minimum when the polynomials Qm(z) are defined by Eqs. (2), (5) and (6). Finally, the 
expression given in Eq. (11) is obtained by combining Eqs. (2), (12) and (14). [] 
3. Autoregressive modeling 
The design of autoregressive digital filters for the modeling of discrete stationary vector andom 
processes of given spectral matrix K(O) parallels very closely the determination of the matrix 
polynomial orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to K(O). To show this correspondence, note 
that the autoregressive approximation problem can be summarized as follows. Determine first 
/)re(z) the matrix polynomial in z-1 of degree m whose constant coefficient is I, and which 
minimizes 
1 f~ tr{bm(eJO)K(O)bn(eJO) }dO. 
Then, compute a real matrix/~tom) such that 
(15) 
~(m)~(m)H l f~ fim(eJO)K(O)fi~(eJO)dO" o ,-,o =2-~ (16) 
Finally, time histories of the n-component vector andom process can be generated as the output, 
to white noise input, of the filter whose transfer function is 
fflra(Z) fi~n l(z)n (ra). (17) 
Note that the spectral matrix of the simulated process is not K(O) but rather 
/~m(0) =/)~ l(eJ°)/~gn)/~{0m)H/)~H(eJ°). (18) 
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The minimization problem defined by Eq. (15) has been shown [l, 5, 91 to be central to the 
theory of matrix polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. In fact, it is readily found that 
and 
Em(Z) =R,(z- ‘) = (l/z”)R’“‘(z) 
consequently that 
&)j?jbM = ~b”,‘H~bo 
(19) 
(20) 
4. Estimation of the degree m 
The convergence, as m + co, of the polynomials Q,,,(z) to the function C(z) satisfying Eq. (7b) 
implies the convergence of the matrix K,(B) to its target counterpart K(8). This property directly 
demonstrates the adequacy of the autoregressive modeling method but also raises the issue of 
determining the degree m that leads to a “good” approximation. A simple method to obtain this 
parameter consists in recursively computing the matrix polynomials Q(“)(z) and R(“)(z) for m = 0, 
1, 2, . . . and monitoring the corresponding values of the error 6;. An estimation technique of the 
degree m that does not require the determination of the polynomials Q(“)(z) and R(“)(z) would be 
much more valuable from a practical point of view. This problem was solved in the scalar case [S] 
by relying on an upper bound to the error 6, derived by Geronimus [3]. The next theorem 
generalizes this scalar result. 
Theorem 2. The error 6,, Eqs. (10) and (ll), satisfies the inequality 
where 
S$ = tr{ [L b~)HL~“,‘]-‘> 1 tr{K-‘(8+ h)K(B)}d6-n . 
6 1 
(21) 
(22) 
Proof. Define first the modulus of continuity oz((l/v), A(6)) of A(6) as 
0w~h 48)) = SUP 114e + h) - w311; 
lhl < l/v 
= SUP IJLb;)C-1(e-je)A(8 + h) - LI;“,‘C-‘(e-je)A(B))I, 
IhlQllv 
(23) 
where suplhl 4 ,,” f(h) denotes the supremum of the function f(h) for ) h ( < l/v. Further, introduce the 
matrix polynomials u,(e) as 
v,(e)= 1 
4 
C(e-j”)[L ~“o’HL~“,‘] -’ do. (24) 
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Then, it is readily shown that Uv(O) is a matrix trigonometric sum of order 2v -  2. Further, 
proceeding as in [3, Lemma 3.1], it can be proved that 
~,v  , t _~oo ~oo J IJ~ ~< 6~-  ,_ ,~ ,L~oo L, oo J 
Recalling from the lemma that Qm(e- J ° ) [L~nL~]  - t is the best approximation, in the sense of 
the IIA II~ norm, of ~,,c'to-mrf(°~)ut(°~)l-jt_ooo ~oo J 1 in the class of polynomials of e -J° of order ~< m, it is 
readily shown that 
- j0  (~)H (oo) - 1 a tim = [[C(e )[Loo Lo o ] -Q . (e - J ° ) [L~mL~]- ' I I F  
~' , ,  - j0 \  r r (oo)Hr  (~) - I -  1 -1  a ~< Jlt~te )LLoo ~oo-  -- Q2v-2(e-J°)[L~o2o *-2mr~2*- II 
<~ IlC(e-J°)[L:'HLtoo']-I - " ,C (e  , -~oo  Loo  j (26)  
for any integer v such that 2v - 2 does not exceed m. In particular, this result holds for the value 
v satisfying 
1 2 2 
m-l~<2v-2~<m or -~<~<- .  (27) 
v m+l  m 
Thus, 
(2- ' , - - - j0"rr(°O)r l r (°~) ' l - -1 ) (1 (7( -jO~rf (oo)H . (°~)-I-1 ) 6,, ~< 6co~ t~te ILt-'oo 1-'oo J ~< 12~o~ , (28) , ~xe  /L~O0 J"~ 00  J ' 
where the last inequality holds as a consequence of the properties of moduli of continuity [3]. 
To complete the analysis, it remains to determine 
o)~( l ,  C(e- J°)[ L t~o)n L (~o)] - i ) 
in terms of the spectral matrix K(O). To this end, note first from Eqs. (9) and (23) that 
(1 ,_jo.il_l(oo)Httoo._l_x) .c, to_ j(0 + nh r .  (~o.Hi(oO)_l  1 t..t, _jo~ r/L (~)tt/(~).1-1 ii o 09~ Cw ~t-~oo ~oo J = sup , ,..~ \~, /LJL.~O0 x..~O0 .j ~w 11-~00 ~00 d I IF  
Ihl ~< 1/m 
-- sup II L~oo )C- l(t~-JO$("(o-J(O+h)$FI(°°)Hl'(°°)7-,- ,-~w ,L~O0 "-'00 J 1 _ [L~oo )] -H  II F 
[hi <<. Urn 
<~ I[[Zt00)]-nllF sup I[Ltoo)C-l(e-J°)C(e-Jt°+h))[Ltoo)] -~ - I. [iv 
Ihl ~< 1/ra 
= II [Z~oo)]-nllv sup l(h). (29) 
Ihl ~< l/m 
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The expression l(h) is such that 
I2(h) = ~ tr {[Ltoo)C-l(e-J°)C(e-J(°+h))[Ltoo)]-'] n 
7~ 
× [Ltoo)C - 1(e-J#)C(e-j(O+h))[Ltoo) ] -1] } dO + n - I'(h) (30) 
where 
l - - ,= , r  I'(h) = ~ tr ~. Loo ,~- l(e-J°)C(e-J(°+h))[Ltoo) ] - 1 } dO 
I t  
l tr +~-~ {rtt~)c-lt~-JO~ct~-jtO+h)Wt(~)1-1]H} d O L ~ O 0  ~ [~ I~[   ' L~O0 
= I'~(h) + I'2(h) = 2 Real [l~(h)]. (31) 
Repeating the arguments developed in connection with Eq. (13), it can be shown that 
I'2(h) ~ fl tr{Ltoo,C_a(z)C(eJhz)tLtoo)]_l} dz = - -  = n (32) 
zl= I Z 
so that 
1 I2(h) = ~ j _ t r  {[Ltoo)C-X(e-Ja)C(e -j¢°+h)) [L~oo ~ ] - l]n 
× [L~oo)C- l(e-j0)C(e- it° + h))[L~oo)] - 11 } dO - n (33) 
or, using Eq. (7b), 
'F_ F(h) = ~ tr{[L~o~o)]-HCn(e-J~°+h))K(O)C(e-J~°+h~)[L~o~)] -~ } dO - n (34) 
or also 
1 F- tr{K-X(0 + h)K(O)}dO - n. (35) I2(h) = ~ 
Finally, Eqs. (21) and (22) result from Eqs. (8), (28), (29) and (35). 
. f r (~)Hr (~h Although the value of t ,~oo  ~oo y is required to compute ~m according to Eq. (22), it should be 
noted that this term does not affect the rate of convergence tozero of 6~, which is completely specified 
by l(h), Eq. (35). Then, on the basis of Theorem 2 and of numerous calar examples [8], one can 
introduce 
era= sup 12(h)= sup ~-4=Ftr{K-X(O+h)K(O)}dO-n l  (36) 
Ihl ~< 1/m Ihl ~< 1/m n 
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to estimate a priori the rate of convergence of di~ to zero, or equivalently, the rate of convergence of the 
autoregressive spectral matrix /(re(O) to its target counterpart K(O). 
In the case of a well-behaved (periodic and twice differentiable over 0 e [ -  re, rr]) target spectral 
matrix K(O), it can be shown that 
1 ~_ tr{K-i(O)K"(O)}dO = 1 ~_ tr{[K_i(O)K,(O)]Z}dO as m~ (37) 
by proceeding with a limited Taylor expansion of K(O + h) with respect to h = 0. Note however that 
the presence of kinks, jumps, and/or very small values of K (0) may strongly alter the behavior of e~, (see 
[8] for some examples). [] 
5. Comparison of Fourier coefficients 
The error dim, Eqs. (10) and (11), and its upper bound 5~,, Eq. (22), only provide overall measures of 
the closeness between K(O) and/~m(0); they do not yield any specific information on the matching 
between these two matrix functions. An analysis of the Fourier coefficients of K(O) and/~m(0) has often 
been conducted to achieve this comparison. In particular, ithas been shown that the first m + 1 Fourier 
coefficients of K(O) and /(m(0) are equal. Surprisingly, no information on the remaining Fourier 
coefficients appears to be available. The goal of the next heorem isto partially remedy this situation by 
providing asimple relationship between the (m + 2)th Fourier coefficients of the matrix K(O) and of its 
autoregressive approximation/~,,(0). Interestingly, the scalar version of the following result has been 
found [81 to be quite useful in assessing the accuracy of the autoregressive approximation i the 
domain 0 ~ [ -~ ,  ~]. 
Theorem 3. Denote by ,4, = [/£m(0)], the Fourier coefficients ofthe autoregressive spectral matrix Kin(O). 
Then, 
rttmmr(m)l r1(m+l)nttm+l)-1 (38) [Ara+l A lnra~(m)Ha~(m)l-l[Am+ fi:m+l] = L~O0 "-'00" L'~O0 ~00 - - - 'am+l J  L xv iO0 XV*oo J  i - -  - -  • 
Proof. Delsarte, Genin and Kamp [1, Theorem 9] have shown that the polynomials O(k)(z) corres- 
ponding to the Hermitian positive-definite matrix g~m(O) defined as 
K,m(O) = Q~,H(e-i°)[L~H L~] Q~, 1(e-J°) (39) 
are such that 
Ojk)(z) = Q(k)(z) for k ~< m (40a) 
and 
0fl)(z) = Qtm)(z) for k/> m. (40b) 
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Further, they also proved that the corresponding Fourier coefficients [Km(0)], and [K(0)]r are equal 
for r s [ -  m, m]. Relying on the equality of the expression [R(k)(z)] r corresponding to the matrix K(O) 
(k) to the polynomi~ Q (z) associated with KT(0), it is then found that the polynomials/~k~(z) orthogonal 
with respect o Kin(O), Eq. (18), are such that 
and 
/~(k)(Z) = R(k)(z) for k ~< m (41a) 
/~(k)(z) = R(m)(z) for k/> m. (41b) 
Further, it can also be shown that 
[K,(0)], = [K(0)], for re [ -m,m] .  (42) 
Then, relying on the recurrence r lations atisfied by the matrix polynomials .~tk~(z) and Q(k)(z) [1, 5, 9], 
it is also found that 
O tk)(z) = otk)(z) for k .N< m (43a) 
and 
O_(k)(z) = Q(m)(z) for k ~> m. (43b) 
Next, consider the Fourier coefficient [K(O)Q(m)(eJ°)]-1 and note that [5, 9] 
I-~/f (ra)H ~.4r (m)- i -  [-[(m)Hf(ra)] r l r  (m+ 1)H/ (m + 1)]  [K(O)Q(m)(eJ°)]H-1L'"oo ~"ooJ l[K(O)Q(m)(eJ°)]-t = u-'oo "-'ooJ - Lo00 "-'00 a" (44) 
Applying the above relation to the autoregressive approximation,/~,(0), it is found that 
[ff£m(O)O~(m)(eJO)]- 1 = [B2m(O)Q~m)(e~O)] - 1 = 0 (45) 
since 
O0 ~00 = " ' "  = " '00  L"O0 " 
Then,  
[K(O)Q°")(eJ°)]_, = [(K(0) - f,m(O))Q('°(eJ°)]-i = ~ [K(0) - f2,,(O)]Q(")(eJ°)eJ°dO 
It 
= Am +1 -- Am + 1, (47) 
where the last equality results from the polynomial nature of Q(m)(z) and from Eq. (42). Finally, 
combining Eqs. (44) and (47) yields the required identity, Eq. (38). 
A bound on the difference Am+ 1 - -4m+ t that involves the norm fi~ can also be obtained by relying 
on an equivalent form of Eq. (44) [5, 9] which in view of Eq. (47) can be written as 
[A:+I -- -'4m+ 1J-IrlrTur(ra+l)rlaar(ra+l)a-l[Ara+l_~" 0o 1,, o0 J 1 - -  Am+l ]  
r l  (m)H/ (m)- I  / r l  (ra+ 1)H/ (m + 1)- I - 1 rr(m)H?(rn)-I - 1 I g[ (m)Hl(m)- I  (48) 
= L~'~O0 ~-~OOJ tL~O0 ~00 J - -  L~oo L~OOJ JLJ'~'~O0 x'~OOJ" 
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Then, taking the trace of the above relation, it is found that 
__  __  ~ - IHF  j I / t ( ra )H  j IA t (m) - I -  1 __  tr{[Am+x Am+l][Am+x -~,,+xJ t : 'oo  ~"0oJ } <<-tr{[Ltom)onL~]2}[f2m 6~+1] (49) 
by application of Eq. (11) and of the property 
tr{UV} = tr{VU} ~< tr{U}tr{V} (50) 
of the trace of symmetric positive-definite matrices U and V. [] 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, the theory of matrix polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle has been revisited to 
provide simple means of assessing the accuracy of autoregressive models. In this respect, an error, tS,,, 
was introduced, Eq. (10), as the weighted norm of the difference between the orthogonal polynomials 
and their infinite degree limit. It was found that this expression can be used to estimate a posteriori the 
order of an autoregressive filter that accurately models a given target spectral matrix. An upper bound 
to the error 6,, was derived, Eqs. (21) and (22), that can directly be computed from the target spectral 
matrix and thus permits the a priori estimation of the order of the autoregressive model. Finally, 
a simple relationship was derived that relates ome Fourier coefficients of the target spectral matrix and 
of its autoregressive counterpart and which permits the evaluation of the matching between these two 
functions. 
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